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WCF(Windows Communication Foundation，Windows 通讯基础)和 WPF(Windows 
Presentation Foundation)技术，采用 C/S 模式下三层体系结构来构建通用销
售系统，使其具有可扩展性、可重用性以及跨平台等功能，采用 ADO.NET 数据





































Since China's accession to the WTO, every enterprise is faced with 
unprecedented challenge and the strong opportunity, because the sales management 
work is a work of sales which trades a large amount of inbound and outbound data, so 
the traditional sales model in artificial spend a lot of manpower and financial 
resources on the basis of the implementation of the sales situation of low efficiency 
must be improved, so design a general sales system management system in real life is 
so particularly prominent. Today the sale situation which in electronic commerce and 
traditional sales mode under the attack of implementation of new operating sales 
model system is attached to enterprises more and more importance. If an enterprise 
can change their marketing strategy, dare to challenge their own enterprise 
management level and opportunity which is growing, use of Internet technology to 
improve enterprise's management style is quite important. Along with the continuous 
renewal of computer technology, use the computer technology to reach the company 
sales management for modern enterprise daily affairs becomes an important methods 
for measuring the sales system’s scientific, effective and standardized, so this system 
is based on the design goal is s necessary. 
The system selects the C # language development, SQLServer2008 as the 
underlying database, using WCF (Windows Communication Foundation) and WPF 
(Windows Presentation Foundation) technology, using the C/S mode three layer 
architecture to build a general sales system, make it has the scalability, reusability and 
cross-platform features and etc, using the ADO.NET database accessing technology 
as data access to realize storage convenient, query and implement quickly .This 
system makes a detailed analysis for the realization of the WCF technology and the 
WPF technology and its application of implementation method in. NET platform, and 

















marketing demand for the design of an enterprise, through the detailed design to 
simulate the sales activities such as inbound and outbound in the links of the whole 
sales ,then through the complete test to verify the effectiveness of the whole system, 
real-time, accuracy, through the test results can be seen that the system is designed to 
meet the needs of the general sales system. 
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